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Purchase Tickets Here - LiveNation.com 

Dub Nation Philly Returns 

Subhuman Beatdown Feat. 

DIESELBOY 
http://planethuman.com/ 
http://facebook.com/dieselboy 
http://soundcloud.com/dieselboy 

The best known face and sound in American drum and bass for over a decade belongs to
Brooklyn-based Dieselboy, aka Damian Higgins. Now an international icon in this underground dance
music movement, Dieselboy is the most in-demand American d&b DJ on the global club, festival and
rave circuits on six continents. Since the early '90s Dieselboy has pioneered drum and bass in North
America. His prized mixes have been the gateway for countless loyal fans to the high energy, futuristic,
science fiction vibe of d&b. 

Dieselboy has an intense week in / week out touring schedule and has played most of the major festivals
including Coachella, Bonnaroo, Electric Daisy Carnival, Nocturnal Wonderland, Ultra, Love Parade,
Starscape, Shambhala, Movement, Virgin Festival, Creamfields (UK), Jisan (Seoul), Phat (NZ), Pirate
Station (Russia), and on and on. His original music has been featured on MTV and ESPN as well as
video games, commercials, etc. He has also been featured on the cover and inside of many magazines
including URB, Billboard, DJ, DJ Times, and Mixmag. 

Dieselboy currently runs two record labels including the celebrated US drum and bass imprint Human
and the recent dubstep and electro up and comer SubHuman. On top of all of this Dieselboy has also
conceptualized and initiated the longest running tour in electronic music, Planet of the Drums, and the
recent metal-themed multimedia extravaganza Monsters Of Jungle. 

BARE 
facebook.com/Barestep 
soundcloud.com/barestep 
twitter.com/barestep 

For Los Angeles bassline technician BARE, aka Sean Rodela, 2012 will be fondly remembered as the
year his twisted face melting sickness exploded into a worldwide epidemic. Taking the dubstep scene by
storm with his staggering studio output and electrifying live performances, there is no question BARE
has clawed his way into the ranks of the bass music elite - and he’s not going anywhere. If you don’t
know, time to get to know… 

The madness doesn’t end there. A monster behind the decks, BARE’s high energy, “all killer no filler” DJ
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performances have earned him a reputation as a tough act to follow. He’s developed a particularly rabid
fan base –anyone who’s experienced a BARE set (and lived to talk about it) will tell you he’s a DJ who
absolutely loves what he does. BARE is never afraid to engage his crowd – he tends to be as active on
the mic as he is on the decks, keeping the crowd locked and constantly coaxing them to go as mental as
possibly. In addition to notable one-off gigs at some of the nation’s most notable venues (Dub Nation,
Dubtroit, Sub.Mission, Frequency, etc.), his explosive performances have earned him a spot on the
Subhuman tour alongside heavyweights Dieselboy and Smash Gordon - invading a city near you in
2011. 

The momentum shows no sign of slowing in the months to come. A Subhuman tour (with Dieselboy,
BARE, Smash Gordon) kicks off in early February, with dates already scheduled throughout the country.
More releases & remixes are already in the pipeline for Subhuman (including an artist album and a
massive collaborative release with the likes of Numbernin6, Muffler, and Mark Instinct to name a few),
Buygore / Ultragore, and Play Me Records. BARE was recently commissioned for a brutal rework of
metalcore band Asking Alexandria’s “A Single Moment of Sincerity”, which should see the light of day
soon. A collaboration with Borgore is in the works, and BARE continues to refine his solo sound daily
with constant studio time and an undying dedication to music. “Some serious producers and sounds are
coming on a constant basis now, and I love every second of it! The future for dubstep looks super
bright!” Keep your eyes and ears open - BARE is on the warpath for 2011, melting faces in a city near
you. 

SMASH GORDON 
http://getyoursmashon.com/ 
http://facebook.com/smashgordondestroy 
http://youtube.com/smashgordondestroy 
http://soundcloud.com/smashgordondestroy 

Smash Gordon certainly lives up to his name. After a freak accident where a large tank of dangerous,
destructive chemicals accidentally spilled on his head, Smash was born into a world of violence, anger,
and fury. Smash Gordon is known for his inability to sleep, his infinite passion for throwing large objects,
inhaling small children, and smashing every single aspect of his life into small pieces. Because of this
Smash Gordon is a danger to himself and everyone around him. 

Smash is kept in high security behind 7 inch thick titanium bars when not performing. Even the simple
presence of a hater will send him into a furious rage, causing club banger after club banger to rain
endlessly upon a concertgoers gentle face. Smash has performed on stage with the likes of POTD,
Deadmau5, Kill the Noise, AC Slater, Rusko, Dieselboy, Bare, and countless, countless other names.
You enjoy dancing, he enjoys blowing things to pieces, and leaving nothing but rubble. 

Smash Gordon has a P.H.D in Filth and a Masters in Grime. Smash Gordon, Esquire; Attorney at Raw. 
----- 

Plus Performances From 

SUGA SHAY 

More TBA 

Facebook Event Page: www.facebook.com/events/262495963844658/ 
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Tickets: $16.00 - Limited Advance 

Purchase Tickets Here - LiveNation.com 

All Ages 

May 3, 2012 

Doors Open @ 8PM - 2AM 

TLA (Theatre of Living Arts) 
334 South St 
Philadelphia, PA 19147 

www.SteezPromo.com 
www.TLAPhilly.com 
www.facebook.com/events/262495963844658/
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